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FOREWORD

The work described in this report was done by the Space and Surface Systems Division of the
Naval Surface Weapons ('enter (NSWU) in support of the Defense Mapping Agency's Navigation
Package (NAVPAC) program. Technical contributions to this work were made by B. Hermann,
R. Boyer, and M. Tanenbaum. Programming support was provided by A. Fisher, T. Burgess,
M. Saizan. L. Smith, J. I'llis, and I). (lark.

'This report has been reviewed and approved by D. R. Brown, Jr., Head, Space and Surface
Systems Division.
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INTRODUCTION

The Navigation Package (NAVPAC) is a satellite-borne data collection system developed for the
Defense Mapping Agency (DMA). It consists of two sensor subsystems:

1. A receiver/data subsystem capable of tracking up to three Navy Navigation Satellites
(NAVSATs) simultaneously and recording integrated Doppler, first-order ionospheric refraction,
and timing information.

2. A miniature electrostatic accelerometer (MESA) capable of measuring accelerations due to
atmospheric drag, winds, and orbit adjust thrusts.

The receiver/data subsystem, which also provides the power, command, telemetry, and MESA data
storage functions was designed and built by the Applied Physics Laboratory of Johns Hopkins
University (APL/JHU) according to the specifications provided by the Naval Surface Weapons
Center (NSWC). The MESA was designed and built by Bell Aerospace TEXTRON according to the
specifications provided by the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) and NSWC.

The NAVPAC satellite-to-satellite tracking (SST) Doppler data and the accelerometer data are
used by NSWC for orbit determination for the host satellite. In the future, these data may also be
used for gravity field model improvement. The MESA data are also used by AFGL for atmospheric
density and wind studies.

NAVPAC stores the collected data in a core storage unit until it becames full (approximately
one rev). At that time, the data are automatically transferred to an onboard tape recorder. Daily,
the data accumulated on this tape recorder are telemetered to a ground station, recorded on analog
tape, and provided to NSWC. Here, the analog tape is digitized, preprocessed in the "Quick Look"
mode using preliminary trajectories, and a preliminary data quality evaluation is done. Later, the
data are grouped for a given time span and preprocessed in the "Normal" mode using the precise
NAVSAT trajectories. After preprocessing, the data are combined with the station tracking data
for the host satellite in NSWC's orbit computation program, CELEST, to produce the required
ephemerides.

The purpose of this report is to provide a detailed mathematical description of the NAVPAC
satellite-to-satellite tracking data processing procedures from preprocessing to orbit determination
including an overview of the hardware operation required for the correct interpretation of the
Doppler, refraction, and timing data. A similar description for the NAVPAC accelerometer data is
given in Reference 1.

RECEIVER/DATA SUBSYSTEM OVERVIEW

The NAVPA(' receiver/data subsystem includes three identical, independent receivers for
phase-locked loop tracking of the coherent 400/150-MHz signal pair broadcast by the Navy Naviga-
tion Satellites. Each receiver is similar in design to the ground-based Geoceiver tracking equipment.
Both are designed in the "master/slave" configuration; i.e., the scaled signal dynamics from the
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400-MIiz channel is subtracted from the 150-MHz channel leaving only signal variations due to the
difference in ionospheric refraction effects on the two signals. The low channel can track a satellite
only when the high channel is phase-locked.

The signal dynamics that the NAVPAC receivers must track are over twice what a ground-
based Geoceiver would see. The maximum Doppler shift is ± 20 kHz, the maximum Doppler rate is
400 Hz/sec, and the maximum Doppler acceleration is ± 6 Hz/sec 2 . Figure I shows worst-case plots
for these three parameters for a hypothetical satellite-to-satellite pass. Since the actual NAVSAT
broadcast frequencies are offset by - 80 ppm (-32 kHz) at 400 MHz, but the local NAVPAC oscil-I: lator is not offset, the resulting Doppler frequencies range from 12 to 52 kHlz. Acquisition always
occurs in the 12- to 32-kHz range at elevation angles no greater than - 100 as viewed from the host
satellite. Each receiver sweeps in this frequency range asynchronously with the others with each
sweep taking 40 sec (20 kHz divided by 500 Hz/sec). If a signal is detected by the high channel,
the sweep stops and NAVSAT-type modulation is searched for. If it is not found, the sweep is
restarted and a bogie counter is incremented. If the correct modulation is present, an indicator is
sent to the data subsystem to initiate the Doppler count and to the low channel to allow it to begin
tracking.

The low channel actually tracks the frequency given by

3
fL = 4 (eL - 8 eH)

where

eL = error in frequency at 150 MHz due to refraction
eH = error in frequency at 400 MHz due to refraction

To first order, the error due to refraction is inversely proportional to the frequency. Therefore
eL = 8/3 eH. Substituting this into the above equation gives

fL = 4 (eL - eli e l 4 y ) = 96el

Thus, the low-channel tracked frequency is approximately 9-1/6 times the error in frequency at
400 MHz due to refraction. The low channel can track frequencies less than ± 600 Hz with a maxi-
mum rate of 50 Hz/sec. The refraction count takes place in the data subsystem. If a loop open and
sweeping indicator is received by this subsystem at any time during the count, the count is stopped
and the refraction count for this measurement is set to zero. (In the original NAVPAC design the
loop not phase-locked indicator was used instead.)

Extensive priority logic is built into the receiver subsystem controller. If one receiver is locked
onto and tracking a NAVSAT signal and another receiver encounters the same signal during its
norma-l sweep mode, the sweep stops and the Doppler frequencies are compared. If they are the
same (within 25 Hz), the original receiver has priority and continues to track while the other
receiver resumes its sweep. Whenever phase-lock is lost for 6 sec, the receiver reverts to the sweep
mode to try to reacquire the signal. It now sweeps over a frequency range starting at fLL - 1.4 kHz
(where fLL is the frequency at which loss of lock occurred) and extends 20 kHz or to 52 kHz which-
ever is less. This sweep range is chosen because in certain cases positive Doppler rates are possible.

2
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Figure 2 shows the dynamics of a hypothetical satellite-to-satellite pass with large positive Doppler
rates. This sweep continues until the signal is reacquired or four times at which time the receiver
resets its sweep range back to 12 to 32 kHz. It is possible that one of the other two receivers
could lock on to this signal before the original receiver reacquires it. In this case the new receiver
has priority. Another important case is when two receivers are tracking separate signals and their
Doppler curves cross. Several results are possible. The receivers may continue to track their original
signals. One receiver may switch to the other's signal in which case the receiver with priority (de-
termined by the order in which they started tracking) continues to track the common signal and
the other reverts to the reacquisition sweep mode. It may reacquire the remaining signal present or
the third receiver may acquire this signal. Another possible outcome is that the receivers will just
switch signals without any loss of lock. In all cases the priority logic circuitry ensures that the
same signal is never tracked by more than one receiver.

This logic can be disabled by command allowing all three receivers to track the same satellite.
This is called the priority defeat mode. In this mode the Doppler count intervals are not simul-
taneous, This is because the sweeps are asynchronous and acquisition is independent for each re-
ceiver. Commands also exist for turning off individual receivers and disabling the modulation search
circuitry.

Timing for the Doppler data is based on a master clock frequency of 833.333 kltz derived
from an ultrastable 5-MHz quartz crystal oscillator. This clock frequency corresponds to a time
resolution of 1.2 psec. The time code generator (TCG) is then just a 42-bit counter that increments
every 1.2 lsec and starts when the data subsystem is commanded on. This counter recycles to 0
approximately every 61 days or when reset by command. Whenever the data subsystem receives
a high-channel, phase-locked indicator from a receiver, the Doppler counter starts at the first
negative zero crossing. Cycles are counted for exactly 30 NAVPAC sec (25 X 1012 TCG counts).
At this time a time over counter (TOC) starts counting at 1.2 vsec steps until the next negative
zero crossing occurs. Also at this time the TCG is read out and put in the data stream along with
a receiver identification (ID) and is identified as a Doppler time mark (DTM). (The TCG is not read
out at the beginning of the count just in case the count is not completed.) The Doppler count
register now contains one less than the total number of Doppler counts collected in an interval of
30 + TOC X 1.2 X 10-6 NAVPAC seconds. A Doppler word (DW) is then placed in the data stream
containing the Doppler count, time over count. and receiver ID. At the end of the time over count,
the Doppler counter restarts at zero and this sequence is continued as long as phase-lock is main-
tained. Doppler time marks are placed in the data stream every 8 Doppler words as long as the
receiver has not lost lock.

In parallel with the Doppler count is a refraction count that terminates at the end of the
30-sec portion of the Doppler count. (An error of I refraction cycle corresponds to an error in
the range difference measurement of approximately 8 cm.) The Doppler word mentioned above
also contains the refraction count.

All of the Doppler timing is an internal NAVPAC function based on the output of the local
oscillator driving the TCG. The exact start time of the master clock and the exact frequency at
any instant are not known. To allow for conversion from NAVPAC time to absolute time (UTC)
in software, NAVPA(' contains a navigation message recovery (NMR) unit. This unit demodulates
the signal to get the navigation message on the 400-MHz channel and decodes the two-minute time
mark (ITMTM) and satellite I). These NAVSAT TMTMs are kept synchronized with UTC very
accurately. The NMR unit cycles among the receivers until a Doppler lock indication is present.

4
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It then decodes the signal in order to recover the [MTM and satellite I). If 4 min have elapsed
without a successful reco.ery, the NMR cycles to the next locked receiver. When a TMTM is
decoded, the least significant 36 bits of the T((; register along with the satellite and receiver IDs
are placed in the data stream identified as a IMJM. This portion of the TCG register recycles to 0
approximately every 23 hr.

V TMTMs are the only link between a receiver and the satellite it is tracking. It is possible for a
FMTM to occur in the data stream before a l)TM signifying acquisition if the TMTM occurs during
the first 30-sec Doppler count. A TMTM may also occur during a Doppler count that is not com-
pleted due to loss of lock. It is also possible tor a TMTM from a particular satellite to be obtained
by one receiver and actual acquisition of this satellite (defined by the first complete Doppler
count) may fie on another receiver. If three satellites are being tracked simultaneously, as much as
6 min can elapse between indications that each receiver is still tracking the same satellite.

DTMs, DWs. and TMIMs are placed in the data stream as they are collected regardless of which
receiver they come from or which satellites are being tracked. NAVPAC also has the capability to
time tag three external events. All of the corresponding data words are 48 bits as described in
Figure 3.
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The NAVPAC data subsystem also collects both analog and discrete telemetry from the re-
ceivers. The analog data, which are digitized into 8-bit words. consist of AGC readings for all
receivers (high and low channels) and arc sampled twice cach telemetry frame span of 114,5 sec. The
discrete data consist of such quantities as Doppler lock and sweep status indicators for all receivers
(high and low channels) and bogie counters for each high chantl. These are sampled once every
114.5 sec. NAVPA(' also has a troubleshooting telemetry collection mode in which data are sampled
at eight times the normal rate.

The above discussion was only intended to give the reader a sufficient understanding of the
receiver)data subsystem operation for correctly interpreting the NAVPAC l)oppler, refraction.
and timing data. Reference 2 contains a complete detailed description of the NAVPAC hardware
built by APLJtlIt.

DATA PREPROCESSING (NAVPAC)

The primary purpose of preprocessing the raw NAVPAC Doppler data (using the NAVPAC
computer program) is to convert it into a form usable by the QSOLVF data quality evaluation
program and by the CF-LFST orbit computation program. In addition, information about the
NAVPAC clock is generated for use in correctly time-tagging the telemetry and accelerometer data.
Preprocessing involves four passes through the data to accomplish the following:

1. Calibrating the clock
2. Sorting data into passes
3. Time-tagging anti converting counts to range differences
4. Reordering passes by NAVSAT

The raw data are input as a stream of 48-bit words as defined in the previous section. Two modes of
preprocessing are possible: "Quick Look" and "Normal." These are identical except that the data
for only a subset of the possible NAVSATs are processed in the "'Quick Look" mode.

CALIBRATING THE CLOCK

As mentioned in tile receiver/data subsystem overview, the MITMs relate NAVPA(C time
fcontents ofa counter incr,.menting every 1.2 NAVPA( psec) to Coordinated Universal Time
(UT(). The input NAVPA( clock reset time is only an approximate UTC time at which the data sub-
system on command was executed. This uncertainty along with the fact that the time increment
is not exactly 1.2 UITC psec and varies continuousLiy imply that some type of adjustment needs to
be made to the NAVP'AC times (Il-'Ms, host vehicle time m;-rks (IIVIMs), and telemetry and
acceferometer time marks) based on the received I MIMs.

To ensure that the displayed times for all the printed raw Doppler data can later be compared
to calibrated times for analysis purposes,the reset time is recomputed based on the first TMTM for
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which trajectory information is available. The following definitions are based on the convention
that r represents a relative time and t an absolute time:

TIMTM NAVPA( time of TMTM in counts X 1.2 X 10 - 6 sec

P(tr M- T IrNS - rttsI
AtuT t ransmission time -

L
+  

C

At1)1) -- decode delay

AtRD = ith receiver delay

t = input reset time

R + r 1-%- 1 is first trounded to the nearcst even minute nark. tTM M . [i approximate NAVPA(
time at tile t imc of emission of the I MIN1 by the satellite, TTMTM, is then given by

TrFMI M  = "-Mim - AtTT - AtO)D) AtRDi

Ih"e recon pu ted reset time is then given by

tR r=Cor I'll tM - T M u M

In addition. the next two IMTMs are compared against the first to verify that the first was not
grossly in error. Tihis recomputed reset time is used in computing all times displayed in the raw data
printout.

In the first pass through the data, quantities for each TMTM needed for the clock calibration
are computed as given later in this section. Also if the NAVPAC clock recycles or has recycled,
the l)TMs and IVIMs are adjusted accordingly where the increment is integer multiples of
142 = 439804(0511104 (approximately 6 1 days 2 hr). Since only 30 bits of the 42-hit time word are
present in the TMIMs. each TMFM count is compared against the previous l)TM and adjusted in
increments of 30 = 6871947 6 73 6 (approximately 23 hr) until larger. All TMTMs. )T Ms, and
I I\lMs are given an associated day, hour. and minute label and every data word (including Doppler
words) is given a time tag in seconds from the beginning of the day in the raw data printout. The
1)[FM times printed have 30 sec substracted from them to indicate the start time of the following
Doppler count. For this reason TMFMs and DTMs may appear to be out of order in the printout.
[he time tag associated with each l)W is the end time of that particular count to the nearest

seOCnd. [he begin time tl a particular count is either the end time of the last count (on the
same receiverl or the time of tie preceding DIM. The refraction count present in each DW has had

32768 subtracted from its raw value to get the true refraction count (which may be
positive or negative ).

'To relate the satellite II) in the [MIM data word to the NSW' satellite numbers a table
look-up procedure is used, I able I gives the correspondence between TMIM II)s. NSWC satellite
numbers, and API satellite numbers for all current NAVSATs. The printed II)s are the NSWC
stellite numnbers unless no match is found in which case the original recovered I1) is printed and
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the TMTM is deleted from any further processing. The total number of bad Ii)s is printed after the
pass summary table to be described later.

Table 1. Satellite Numbers

I'MTM ID NSWC APL

36 58 30120
40 59 30130
56 60 30140
28 68 30190
16 77 30200
52 64 30180
62 86 30460 (TIP Ii)
63 90 30470 (TIP I1)
32 93 30110 (TRANSAT)

After identifying the satellite from which the TMTM was received, tR pmed + 7 TMTM is

rounded to the nearest even minute mark, tTMTM. Next the time of transmission, AtTT. is
computed as

P(tM.rM i JrNS- rHSl
AtTT c c

where rNS = NAVSAT position at tTMTM tTMTM is assumed to be a trajectory
rHS = host satellite position at tTMTM timeline for each satellite

Then the approximate UT(' time, t MTM, at which the TMTM was received by NAVPAC is given by:

tTMTM = tTMTM + AtTT + AtDI) + AtRD.

where AtDD = decode delay = .007373 sec (the same for each receiver)

and AtRD = ith receiver delay (different for each receiver) i = 1, 2, or 3

This is approximate because none of the three terms added to tTMTM is known exactly, e.g.. AtRD
is actually a function of signal strength. The above computation is repeated for each TMTM foi
which AtTT can be computed resulting in two values for each time mark -TTMTM and tTMTM. This
correspondence between NAVPAC and UTC times is also in error because the NAVSAT clocks are
not synchronized exactly with UTC or each other.

A polynomial equation is used to convert from a NAVPAC time, r, to a UTC time, t, as
follows:

t tRr ofputed + A + (I + B)r + ( ,17

9
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This can be rewritten as:

recompu ted T A+Br+C- 2

For each TMTM, an approximate value for t is computed giving an equation of the form:

tTMTM tR -TMTM= A + BTMTM + ('r2MTM j= 1,2, ... Nt ~ - recoImputed j

This is an overdetermined system of linear equations in the unknowns A, B, and C and can be
solved using least-squares techniques without a priori information. The normal equations are given
by:

/NTMTM ITTMTM TTMTM A ItTNMTM

I "T T MTM MTM B 1TTMTM tTMTM
r j Ii j I IC

wee rTMTM TMTM~ ITT MT M(~ TMTM tT"MT MJ

where tTMTM. = tTMTM tR TTMTM
reco m pu ted

and all sums are from 1 to NTMTM

After these eq, ations are solved for A, B. and C, the individual residuals of fit, ej, are computed
where

= t tRe -
TTMTM )- (A + BTTMTM + CTMT2

recomputed

The root mean square (RMS) of these residuals is then computed

NIM TM)

and all TMTM for which Ic > otoI ERMS are deleted and the least-squares solution repeated.
[he above iterative procedure is done until no more TMTMs are deleted or until the maximum
number of iterations is reached. For each iteration, the NAVPAC time count and the correspond-
ing residual for all deleted points are printed. For the last iteration, the calibrated TMTMs, a
correction term, the t'MTM terms, and the final residuals are printed along with the original and
final number of TMrMs. the number of iterations, the RMS of the residuals (in psec), the re-
computed reset time, and the A, B. and C values. The correction term mentioned above is given
by BrTMTM + CrfMTM,. This is the clock correction due only to the oscillator frequency offset
(related to 6) and frequency drift (related to C').

Equation ( I ) with t R t., I , A, B, and C as determined above is then used to convert any
NAVPA( time, r. to its eqtuvalnt UtiL(" time, t. After the clock calibration but still in this first

10
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pass through the O'-.ta, tile IIV IMs, which have already been separated by type, are calibrated and

the appropriate delays (different tor each type) subtracted out.

SORTING i)ATA INTO PASSIES

Beca~ise of sinultaneous tracking of up to three NAVSVIs. the possible receiver switching
that call occur, and the loss of lock and rtac~rjusitnii possibditics. sort ilng of tlrc )opplcr data into
passes is a complicated procedure. Ihe key data words in the sorting are the I M I Ms, since they
provide tile only connection between receiver number and satellite II). All data for legitimate satel-
lite Il)s are sorted. lhe following description gives a set of rules for assigning data to passes based on
I)TMs and IMIMs.

If a I)TM occurs more than 10 mini after the last I)IM from any receiver, it is assumed that all
previously active passes iave ended and a possible new pass has begun. Jour l)Ws are required
before a new pass is declared active. If a 'IlIM occurs on a receiver that has been inactive, the
assumption is made that this indicates the start of a new pass. If the l)TM is the second DTM from
a receiver without an intervening UNTUM. a pass has started but the satellite has not been identified.
If a l)TM and a 1TMI\ have already been found on this receiver, there are two cases to consider:
I ) If the time since the last l)TM is exactly 4 NAVPAC minutes + T TOC. all DWs between these
DTMs are assigned to tile current pass. 2) If this time difference is not exact, future TMTMs are
checked to see if a) the receiver lost the signal but reacquired it later in which case the pass is
continued or b) a different satellite II) is found in which case the I)TM defines the beginning of a
new pass. Also in case b) tle previous pass is not tenninated because the possibility still exists that
this satellite may be reacquired by another receiver.

When a [MTM is being processed, its receiver number and satellite II) are compared against
previous TMFls until at least a partial match is found or I0 min have elapsed. Four outcomes are
possible:

I. Receiver and satellite natch [his indicates that between the two TMTMs in question all
the data from this receiver are from the sale satellite. I-his is normally the case.

2. Receiver and satellite do not match I his gives rio infornation on tile present receiver so
tile next II back is checked. It no Match is foIuld, It i,, assumed that the current TMTM indi-
cates the beginning of a new pass

3. Receiver natches. satellites do riot IHis indicates that the receiver was previously track-
ing another satellite. Ihe present IM IM then may indicate the beginning of a new pass or a receiver
switch. ile satellite that was previously tracked is searched for later on another receiver.

4. Satellite rmiatches, receivers do iot I is also indicates a sv itch. File pass from the pre-
vious receiver must be kept active in case its satellite II) reappears later.

When a satellite switch occurs without the involved receiver losing lock, an ambiguity exists as to
during exactly which I)oppler count the switch took place. It is assuried that all I)Ws since the last
I MiI" come froni thre inost recent satellite tracked by this receiver.

LII



lor data collected in the priority de eat imode, le sorting is simpliied. All tests for switch-
ing are deleted, each receiver ik Ireamed ihndepenidenf ly, and the onl, requirement is to determine
when a particular pass ends anid the inext one begins.

The main result of this pass through the raw SS l)oppler data is the assignment of pass
numbers and the corresponding satellite II) to every 1) 1,\ and I)W.

TIME TAG;ING ANI) CONVERTING (OUNTS TO RANGI- l)II+FRI-N(TI-S

The data are now reprocessed in order to assign calibrated tiriiesQ to cach (hben.ation and to
convert from iUncorrected l)opplc'i ku it, it .1 )) M111 , id lc).' ll ct(H 0101il1- to tir-t order retraction

corrected range difference da;i with a nomirnal lrc'qenc\ hia, rerriosd. In addition, retraction
counts are examined for zero (r large: values iii which case tile data are tagged.

I ach pass begins with a I I. Since tile time tag aso ciated .ith i a range diftcrence ohserva-
tion is the end time of tie correspoliding l)oppler coUnt, a dtiirrr ohb,,er, ation riust be included at
the beginning of each pass which specifies the start time ?I the first coulnt I his dummy observation
consists ofsetting the obsered v.,, ne to ..and tle obser ,atii o si).Lla to 1tO().. lie Ul|( time, t,
corresponding to a 1)IM is given by

t) [M : rl)T M - 30.) cal lis notation )cal. means ,ubstitution of the NAVPAC
time within ( into tire tim calibration lquation (I).

lie UI. timue associateu with the first obser ation immediately iflhrwing the 1)IM is given by

toh l) = (rl TW M I cal

Therefore. tile Il( time associated with te ilh oibsernation trom this same receiver given the
N AVPA(' time associated with the i - I s t observation is given bv

hs1 + .ci3 + 1()( i t2

w here T,) TI) i 1 4ti. + - ... I( X

In all these expressions. the I ( )( is actuall.y lie I ( trom tie D1W riiltiplied b\ I .2 + i0 (' sec
I iis procedure continues until lie rlex t 1) 1M is encountered for tie C rren I pass. If it is rom the

t.i' rv % i er. I ) o ) Irirr t irS I.c'l% cr ha\ o: beeri. po cs,,d Si rc tr lh' a,,t I) I M , aid

) ITI\j + 14t) + I I 10rl l k l) I . i I

then l ieii los,-o of lock has o crclrd ariL d ll rie,, .oIirIle tilt I irt d bacd oIll I tpiItioi ( 2 1. IIi all

other cases. timing is restarted hased oi tltris new 1) 1I A ith a duiriiniv observation. liFrie tagging for
uip to three passes cin ie taking place Lon rirre ntl . lIle only timing' air biguity exists when a pass
s'Wrtcies fro r one r e .ier to anoteihr wlthoit a lois oi l)ock I ro I) I ). In this case, the observation

litle,, u,ist he based tirile 'let available I) 1\1 from this receiver by subtracting 30. + -O( i froint
each irnrtalibraed orCr,:itior linre ,tartinmg with the first observation after tire I)IM and then

I
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calIibrating t he resalIlI,*All 'I ( obI seiatI lollIII tllc l itcdid to . a j iiiltr anid NeCiolds tromti
hie beginning of this day a fter calibration.

[or each D oppler word. the I )opplCJ li 0111 ( idild ret ractio L0111nt R( i)are comn-
hi ned as foll ows to pet thde ra ne ditleren1ce ob~e r;i tjoi

where l)(. = IDopplk-i counlt at 400( MlI mox raDIoppler counitt + I it-0 >O >0.)

_C ciklo oi mrta~ii Olt-378

- 320)00 11/ 8(0 ppmn at 400 Nit lz) for satellites 58, 59. 60, 64. 68. and 77
13792 ' It/ 84.48S ppm at 400 Ml li for all other satellites

30. +~ FI = Iopplkcr citt itmtesal in NAVPA( eod

k:c speed of fight (in kinl ,c)

f = no1mat N AVI<\( frequency = 400 X 1 01) lIz

I ach otiservationi is assigned an observationi sigma 01 I 3o. + lOti - !IIowever, if R(' = 0 or
RC -200(0. tile sielna is set to 1000.t)..Also. if jR~i > 500. km, tile observation value is set to 0.

After all the 1) 1 \Is and I )Ws for a given pass are processed. tile pass is assigned a type number
based onl tile angular separation of thte host satellite and N AVSA F orbit planes. Table 2 defines thle
I vpe 11ii timers as, a funk lio i(iO thle approi Ile right ascenisioni of' the ascending node difference.
Pass tx pes 2' midt 3 are tisuallx short Itess thtan 1 3 ot a rev I and have a Unique time of closest
approach t IC \ ) withI ranige differences negative before and positive after this time. An approximate
1 ( \ is defined ats the firs, 111senat ion time tor which tile observation changes sign. If only a portion
iif tilie actunal satellite pass is presenit withI all obser-vations of lie same sign. then the approximate
I (A is dhefied as th tielst i itserx at ion t imie. if alt obserx at ions are iiegat ive and the first observation
tittie, if all observations are positive.

t able 2.

Fv-pe N urnber M1agnituode of' Right Ascension IDifference CO

0) to 45
45 to) 135

IV3 
135 to 180

.vpe I passes, are much longer than tile other two types (ilp to 2 ho and may have more thtan
one real 'I CA. I hese passes are usually segmented and each segmuen t treated ats at separate pass in
further processing. A\n examiple of thle D~oppler curve for a hypothetical pass of this type was given
in I igure 2. A plot of' thle range difference values. which are actually used in thle segmenting

13
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procedure, would have a similar shape but with the signs reversed. Note that there are long periods
when the i)oppler shift is increasing I range differences are decreasing). Fhe segmenting starts by
searching the range difference values for a change insign or 35 min whichever comes first. A change
in sign from - to + is a normal I('A. A change from + to is also called a IA but is actually a time
of furthest approach (zero )oppler shift but a local maximum instead a local iminimum range), If
no T(A is found, the pass is segmented at this time and a type number 6 assigned to the pass along
with a I(A defined hy - (t.s t f s. - t f ' 2- The negative sign attached to this value indicates
that it is not a true T( 'A. If a I( A is found. the next local minimum or maximum or a time span
of 35 min defines tile end of this segment. If the f('A corresponds to a - to + sign change, type
number 4 is assigned to the pass. If it corresponds to a + to sign change, type number 5 is assigned.
If a pass segment as defined above is less than 10 ruin long. tile segment is extended to the next
local extremum or another 25 nin. If the last observation in the pass is reached and the current
segment is less than 10 min long, this segment is combined with the previous segment. Finally, if
tie last observation is reached without any segmenting being done, the pass type is left at I and

, ~~again - (tlast o~bs. - tfirst )hs. )2i" i n s ite T(',,. All oft tile above results inl pass segments less

than 45 in in duration. If the segmenting takes place during an observation span where no loss of
lock occurs. the first observation of the new segment must be a dunnly observation with the
observation time set e(lual to that f t lie last obsernation in the previous segment.

Various quantities designed to provide pertinent information about each NAVPAC pass are
computed and entered in a pass summary table, A subset of these quantities are also totalled over all
passes. Elevation and aZinuth angles relative to the host satellite at rise, [CA, and set are computed
for each pass after a more exact [CA has been determined. [('A is refined by iterating the follow-
ing formula

f(Ai I 'A - (p1 pfR'Aj),p p +- p WCA

until IT('Aj+ ICR N(i 1 .05 sec

where TCA, = assigned I(A value I as defined above)

p rNS -" ri s 
= range vector at I( 'A

p -Ns- ills and D--NS - ils

INS - N\VS.,\ I inertial position at ICA(

rIlls  hst satellite inertial position at I(A

I his itcratiom also \xorks 1(r t. pc' 5 pa 1. If te assigned I(A i, negatie itvpcs I or 1, llto
iteration takes place because no real ( 'A exists for these pass segments. The elevation angle to tile
NAVS,,\ I is defined as t11C anglces hc.cen the range \cctor. p. and a platic perpendicular it) the
sector from fihe center of the earth to the hIst satellitc. rlls. ,\ positive clcsation angle nians tile
NAVSAF is above this plane.

p r is
HFevation angle 90" Arcos - _I -]

(pl Iril,t~
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The azimuth angle is defined as the angle in the plane perpendicular to rlIS, 11 5, between the

instantaneous orbit plane's intersection with 1) I and the projection of the range vector. p, on Pi

measured clockwise.5 ( r,15 X r\Q,) (r11,S
Itf 0 =Arccos ) o. s_< 0 _18

() if , 11 5  X r115,,

3602 f N >.

then the azimutth angle Xri ri 15 II0 otherwise
In addition. at [VA an approximate longitude and latitude Of the subsatellite point is computed

as follows:

D~efine A~T [ *( A - .L

=arctan I vS! 'IS - Mod -IX ATO.0

)I y- Cos~.

[lien the longituide and latitude ::re given approximately hy:

N =art .in Iy x) 0. < X 300

0 = Nrctan ( ~)o. < 0 (o

where tv . recent time of vernail equinlox

= irtli\ sidereal rotation ratc = 7.292 11 5855 X 10-5 rad,'sec

r115  lioo satellite inertial position ait IC(A

The number of losses of lock and reacquisition for each pass is computed by counting the

number of 0. obse rvat ion valuLes and subtracting I for the first dIummy observation in the pass and

subtracting the number of observations set to 0. becauise of' failure of the range difference absolute

tolerance test. These losses (it lock are also summed over ill passes. Thie number of receiver switches

for each pass and over all passes are also Computed. Also for each pass, the number of zero refrac-

tion count observations is computed. In addition, thle percent ot zero refraction count observations

for all passes is determined.
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This pass through the NAVPAC )oppler dala results in a (lIL[ST-lornatted lime-corrected
observation tile with the pass ordering based o til the sorting procedure. The header record for each
pass contains tile pass numbers as they appear in the pass summary table (for use in QSOLVE) and
the pass type number (for use in QSOLVE and ('-LEST).

REORDERING PASSES BY NAVSAT

The last pass through the NAVPA(" Doppler data sorts the passes by NAVSAT, which automa-
tically time orders tile data for each satellite by T(A except for any segmented passes of priority
defeat data. In this case, all the pass segments from one receiver appear in sequence followed by the
same sequence for each of tile other two receivers. [le data are sorted by NAVSAT because both
QSOLVE and ('ELFST process all the data from one satellite before going to the next satellite.

PRELIMINARY DATA QUALITY !F' .%LUATION (QSOLVE)

File NAVPAC SST data quality is evaluated -it I-:.;, a days after data collection using the
QSOLVE computer program. This program is simi:.i to tle ('FLEST I- ILTER section but contains
features pertinent to more timely data analysis. It requrcs a ('LiFST-formatted perturbed trajec-
tory for the host satellite and inertial trajectories for tl.c NAVSA-s (up to 6). In addition, the
program uses the SST observation file created b., the itAVPAC program. Only the data correspond-
ing to the overlapping host and NAVSAT trajectory spans are processed. The data for each
NAVSAT are processed a pass at a time sequentially. The results for each pass are summarized at
the end of the run and labelled with a pass number used to relate the results back to the NAVPAC
program output.

QSOLVL employs a least-squares differential correction technique to remove any signal left
in the residuals for a pass I based on preliminary trajectories) and estimates the variance of the data
based on linearly adjusted residuals after fit. The assumption is made that the residuals can be
expressed as a linear combination of the parameters to be solved for. Points inconsistent with the
rest of the points are deleted and another fit done. This iterative procedure continues until either
the maximum number of iterations is reached or until two consecutive iterations with no points
deleted occur. The parameters that can be adjusted to remove any signal present are frequency bias,
frequency drift, and radial, along-track, and cross-track position and velocity of the host satellite at
T(A. No parameters related to tle NAVSAT trajectory are present in this adjuistment.

For each pass (or segment of'a pass for long passes that have been split), the evaluation
proceeds in the following steps:

1. Compute the T('A for the pass using the iterative procedure given in the Data Preprocessing
section. If the initial TCA is negative, no TCA iteration is possible. Compute the elevation angle at
"[('A given by the formulas in the Data Preprocessing section. ('ompute the rotation matrix to be

I
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used to transform the equations from the inertial (artesian reference frame to the RAC (radial,
along-track, and cross-track) reference frame at TCA as follows:

rllS

Let ! = ..I Ilsl"
ris i ls
rlis X rllS

V = W X Ut

where rttS and rllS are the host satellite's inertial position and velocity vectors at T('A

then RTCA =(U V W)
3 X 3

i1rtl S rlis(f(A)
Also save (TCA) = - = 6 X 6 state transition matrix8ellS

2. For each observation in the pass do the following:

a. Interpolate off of the host satellite trajectory to get rItS(tobsi) and

arIs( tobs,
ros upper 3 X 6 portion of the state transition matrix.

Interpolate off of the NAVSAf trajectory to get rNS(tobsj). To get rNS at the time the signal left

the NAVSAT an iterative procedure is required.

Let At(O) = IrNSto )- riis(to)J /c t tohs

)efine t1  t - At(O)
0 TT

('ompute a new transmission time estimate

At(T krNS(t- r tS(t0 )1 i.,f (0)T1-,,
- ITI > It)-6 sec., continue this procedure by letting tj+I = tO I t?-) anid

iterating until TTi - i+1 0 IO

Then compute and save;

tbs = rNS'tbs At I- rllS(t bs I

and P 1 I

17



b. Test to see if the geometric line of sight between the host Satellite and NAVSAT
passes within hin kilometer of a spherical earth's surlace (SSI observability test ). This is donec to
eliminate all observations containing a significant tropospheric refraction effect.

Let Rmax = Rlarth + h min

Define 0 = Arccos -- ))
(,\I fl Quantities in parentheses are set = I. if> I. to handle the

/=R \ icase when hmin > the altitude of the satellite

,= Arceos -

0 = 01 + 0 maximum possible central angle for viewing (see Figure 4)

and = Arccos rlls rNS

If > 0, the observation is deleted from further processing.

,MAXIMUM LINE-OF-SIGHT DISTANCE HS COS "I + rNS, COS (2

rNS

SPHERICAL r -
EARTH

Figure 4. SST ()bservability (;eomiielry

18
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C. Assuming that the relevant quantities for the observation at tobsi- have been saved:

I ) Obtain the computed range difference value:

CRD =P(tohs) p~t)s1

2) Compute the required partial derivatives of P at t()hSi:

ap( tobs cC= speed of light in km/sec

_____ - ~ ('A) f, 106

ap(tobs) f in pm

( t -TCA)- X( 6400. npp/a

ap(tosi aP(tobs) T A
______- -- 4J(tosI (TA

aP(tob O ~ p( tcohs

where

3rrtohobs

3) Form the Al miatrix and 0 - C. for this observatiol. as follows:

A1 = r and 0- Observed value - CRD

al ) p( tob,) api tnh.s
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3 r r0i(A) or r(T( A) or r('1(A)

4) Compute the weighted sum of squares of the original 0 - Cs:

- ~~~~ ..... 
C)2 rg- , 

w

weighted SOS tC~g

3. If' thle number of observations remaining is <28. processing for this pass is tenninated.1* Return to step . for thle nest pass.

4. Initializ~e the followinu, quantities.

Sigmia multiplier = alult = . Sigma tolerance = at,.=10000. N5  0

5. D~o absolute anti sigma tolerance testing on each point, (On thle first pass t hrough this
compu~tation. the original 0 - (Cs are tested. Also those observations with (7i 1000. are deleted
from further processing)

If' - ('Iadj, > absolute tolerance, delete the point from further processing

If p( - Cqadji > 
0m1. olllut. aj, delete the point

where a, is the original observation sigma on thle input SST observation file

6. Again if thle number of observations remaining is < 8, processing for this pass is terminated.
Return to step 1. for the next pass.

7. Com mptpet thle estimated variance for the remaining pass data:

N0R

+ - )2

Estimated variance .
NR NA -NS

where N h no. ofrpoints remaining
N Ru = no. of parameters with a priori sigmas
NS = no. of parameters solved for

8. If zero points were deated on this iteration and also on the previous iteration, go to step
10. Also increment tle iteration mer i, and, it greater than the maximum, go to step 16. Other-
wise continue with the next step,
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). Recompute tile sigma tolerance

ol.= Nti+ 50. NR

where N, = no. of observations present after the observabitity test was completed.

10. ('ompute tile pass normal equations for the remaining observations using their most
recently estimated variances as follows:

BAP = U

where B =  AT WA A = Q: o - C' =

OC N
AN R R

and I = A T W(O -()org.

()I
W = diag , 

=  1.2 ..... NR
( i Omultl )

11. Transform these normal equations so that the position and velocity adjustments are in
the RAC coordinate system instead of the ECI coordinate system at TCA:

Define R 1 0 (O
RF(-

A

BR PR = t .R

wh21'.•  BR = RrBR

and IR 
= RTI.

1 2. Add the a priri parameter information into BR i c.. add I02 to each diagonal for which
a 4- . )o a singular solutio of the resulting normal eql oatiIO using tie PASMAT routine from
CI! Sl see Reference 31 to get '-pR and l I .SPR will ha e /ero rows and BR I will have zero
rows and column,, corresponding to parameters not solked for.

Compute Ap = RApR

and B- = R I1-, R r
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13. Compute the weighted sun of squares for the points used in the above solution

NR (() I)org,

weighted SOS =
i 0 n( i ult)

and a linear adjustment to this quantity :TAp. Then. define the predicted signal to noise

* weighted SOS - Fl.Up I / 2
S/Nilred. N . + N - NS

where NS = no. of parameters solved for in PASMAI

Redefine Omult. as
SN Xu O lt(oldi

Oillult.(new) = S pred. mult.

14. Linearly adjust the 0- Us
(0- C) (O- ()org. - AAp

adj.

and compute an estimate of the variance before tolerance testing

NR

(0 (C)2

Estimated variance = i= I__.

NR + NA - N S

15. Return to step 5. to continue the processing.

16. Processing for the current pass has now been completed. Information for a summary
table is saved ant step I. is initiated lor the next pass.

Various levels of printout arc availahlc during each iteration abovc. Th Most useful is a printer
plot of the adjusted 0 - Cs in which the horizontal spacing between points is uniform even if the
observations are not uniformly spaced. Any signal left in the adjusted () - Cs is usually apparent in
these plots.

A summary table is given after all passes have been processed. It contains the following informa-
tion grouped by NAVSA'I and ordered by '(A for each NAVSAT:

1. Two pass numbers the first is the pass number assigned in QSOLVI: and the second was
assigned in the NAVPA( program.

2. No. of iterations

-4
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3. No. of points deleted by the SST observability test

4. No. of points deleted by tolerance testing

5. No. of points remaining in final iteration

0. '; of points deleted by tolerance testing

7. Receiver nunmber(s) (contained on the SST observation file)

8.. T(A (day. seconds) and elevation angle at T(A

9. Maximum 0 - (adj and square root of the estimated variance based on the final iteration
adjusted 0 - (s (labelled RMS).

10. Position navigations in the RA( reference frame and their sigmas (from APR and BA1)
(both are 0.0, if the parameter was not solved for)

I1. Frequency bias solution, 1b, in ppm

12. Frequency drift solution, fd, in ppm/day

13. NSWC satellite no

ORBIT DETERMINATION (CELEST)

GENERAL

After the NAVPA( SST data have been preprocessed. it is in the proper form for use in
CEL[ST NSWCs orbit computation program. ('I-LFST employs a classical weighted least-
squares differential correction technique to fit satellite initial conditions and force and measure-
ment model parameters to various types of observations. The program consists of four major
sections:

I ()R ( I.N generates the reference trajectories and dynamic partial derivatives

2. FlLl- R edits and determines weights for the data and forms pass matrices

3. 1ISOLVR expands and combines pass matrices to obtain solutions and computes
diagnostics

4. (C()VAR propagates the solutions and their covananccs to produce the titted trajectory

('11.1.SI is unlike most orbit computation programs in that it employs the "pass matrix" concept.
Pass matrices are essentially normal equations based on data from each pass separately. The FILTER
forms the pass matrices as an integral part of its data editing and weight deteniination procedure.

23
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In the BSOI VR section, the solution for a given span mlthcr a, long or Short arc is based on
pass matrices with l( As in this span oily. [iese so-called canonical pass matrices are updated to the
epoch of the fit span anrd then certain e p ansions have Io be pe rfored to adjust tile equations to
reflect tile actual drag and thrust profiles. Reference 3 contains a complete mathematical descrip-
tion of the (I 1.1 S I program heftore it was modified to handle the NAV IA(-related data processing
procedures.

[he purpose of the rest of this report is to describe tile Irodfi .ations and additions to
(I L.lSI that were specifically designed to refine the processing procedures for station tracking
data for the host sateCllite aid or the N,\\',SA Is (SirrC-satellite ModeL and to make possible
processing of tile NAVI.A( SS I data ( irultistellite rrrode ). ModLiCatrMrr, that affect tile NAVSAI
processing were required because the preciSe NA\VSAI trajectories ( in the fori of' hybrid trajec-
tories) are required for the N AVIPA( SSI data processing procedures.

INTEGRATION (ORH(;N)

All sections of (V LI SI werer moditied t,) accomodate up to eight satellites simultaneously
the host satellite and up to seven N\VS,.\Is. OR( "1 N has been expanded to integrate up to eight
trajectories of the same type (inertial, perturbed, or earth-fixed) in one run done sequentially. If
the initial conditions for the NAVSATs are not given at tire same time. each set can be updated or
backdated to a general epoch defined as tile host satellite trajectory epoch. The only restrictions on
these integrations are that all NAVSAI integrations must use the same gravity field model and are
limited to two drag segments and one thrust. The primary use for this capability is for simulation
studies. In practice, all NAVSAT trajectories required for NAVPA( data preprocessing anl ('I LI-ST
processing are determined independently by running (E 1.-.ST in the single-satellite mode using
station tracking data.

Perturbed trajectories ( time histories of position and partial, of position with respect to initial
conditions and force model parameters) are required in ('I L.STV for all satellites for which data are
to be processed. hlybrid trajectories (modified perturbed trajectories defined under the COVAR
section below) are actually required for the NAVSA Is when processing NAVPA.( SST data. The
epochs of tile NAVSA1i trajectories must be equal to or earlier than the host satellite trajectory
epoch. In tile Iultisatellite niode. it tire solution has not converged and reintegration using improved
initial conditions from the fit is required. only the host satellite trajectory is reintegrated. Any
solved-for corrections to the NA VS.A I initial conditions are ignored.

()RB(;I.N is also used to generate tire host satellite perturbed trajectory f'or use in tile
NAVPA( program "Quick Look" route and (SOLV.. [or this the ARI)( l95o density model
was incorporated into ( I-.H.ST. 1 iris model is dehined as follows:

I-or altitudes70.- h. - 108. nmi

(76) 7,18 [(1() 8.- _h1) + .8 ( 1 r - 70. )4,131P P76 1 10.7 .

X 1. + < .+ COS 1,
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where p =density ill slugsj't3

P 76 =density atl 70 flrni in slugs lIt3

h = satellits geocenltric altitude above its suhpoint in nini
F; 10.7 =solar flux at 10.7-cmn wavelength

Co XS+ynCs+ (yVS-X11' i 0 O+zn]

where r =satellite position vector(c j 2  x2 + y 2 + z

cosX

nis sin Xs Cos I
[is sin\X5 sinlI
0 =055 ra d

A= IT 1.41 + .0335siri 7Td

d = noof'd(ays 18.2 elapsed since 3 1 D~ecember 195 7 to epoch dlay (I yr 365.25 days)
I=orbital inclination tIi rad)

For altitudes 108. <- h < 3 78. nii

p =p,)(10) .85 1107 [ 1. + .02375 ke.0fO2li - 1 .9) (1.0 + Cos ~)~

where P,,th = C2302550931 1 5.738 -. 0030811 + 6.363C "1148h )

these computations result in densities in sigs I't3 and need to lie consented to kg/k nO3 by imurltipli-
cation by 5.15375 X 1011 . Thiis model call he Used for determnining the drag accelerations to be used
in thle integration of thle equations of' mot ion only. Hie variational eqjuations were not modified to
accommodate this model: I.e.. ip. 'or is still derived from the standard ('ILFlST dtensity model.

DiATA [EDITING, WE-IGHT D)ETE RMINATION. AND) PASS MATRIX FORMATION (FILTER)I

General

[He t~puros of't he ( I I I SI I 1 11 1 R section is to edit and assign weights to thle data based
on its noise variance anld to formi pass miat rices f'or use Ii BS( )[ R. For the NAVI1 A( SST data

ki lss 4. I vpc 21 . Hai i~ ic ,IIIL- I)IOcCdiMrcS dfne (II in Reference .3 for ground Station tracking
(c.I data are uIsed With 11i'ii dct ions made to account for thie It-act that the dlata are collected by

anl orbiting satellite Instead (I .i grond station. Hiese modi ficat ions are given below. The 1:1LT1 R
section can process (I I data ik ,n SS I data only, or both (done sequeiitialfx GI .then SST) and
generate thle appropriate pass mi.i triceS %Iodi ficdt ions' ta alffect (lit, G(.data processing procedures
O(or both the NAVS .N Is anMd tIe- ho0st satellit were included as part of' the NAVI1 A( changes.

I hiese are described ne Sl



GT-Related Modilications

The primary ( [-related modification was adjustment of the ptocessing procedures to account
for the fact that the transmitting antenna is displaced from the center of gravity for each satellite.
It is assumed that the satellite is oriented with its negative vertical axis through its center of gravity
c.g. ) point,'d at tile center of the earth and no rotation about this axis (yaw motion ) is possible.
Fhis is an approximation. since the NAVSAI and host satellite stabilization systems keep this axis
oriented normal to the ellipsoidal earth using gravity gradient and active control techniques, respec-
tively. The antenna offset from the cg. must be taken into account when determining tile computcd
value for each observation and its partial derivatives. The reference trajectory used is assumed to be
the trajectory of tile center of gravity of the satellite.

For range difference data tl p,, f( lass 1), 1y pes X. 9 and 5 ), the inertial position of the trans-
mitting satellite at the time of signal emission is adjusted as follows:

(ompute a rotation malri RRA( 1)

( r r X r Jr X f)rR("= r ir x } x r, ir x , = tI V Wt

3 3

where r,5 = r,.-: icg = satellite*, position and velocity vectors at time of signal emission

This defines the assumed body-fixed axes orientation in inertial space.

hen rant. = to* + RR-Arant.

where Arant = antenna offsets with respect to the c.g. in the body-fixed radial, along-track, and
cross-track (RAC) directions

In addition, the inertial velocity of tile transmitting satellite for Doppler frequency data ((lass 7.
IypC -. NAVS.\IS onhl. I iN adusted is tollo\s

iant c.g. + - X R R(ArAnt.

where w = V i')\% + ; V itz RA( frame angular velocity vector
ri

7 = satellite acceleration vector

Another modification involves the use of temperature and pressure values as functions of
station height as input to the modified Ilopfield tropospheric refraction correction model. If the
pressure and relative humidity oin tile observation file header for a given pass arc both 7ero, the
following formulas are used to define tile weather parameters:

Temperature C() = 15. 0.5 h
Pressure (millibars) l)13.25e .t)13 h
Relative humlidity = 9"0(.' ;

where h = station height above the reference ellipsoid in km
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SST-Related Modifications

rie general tlow of the NA.VPA( SS'1 datai processing procedures in the I II-TI R section is
the same as tor station tracking data. D~ata editing andi weight determination are an integral part of
the pass matrix generation. Since the NAVPA( SS51 observation tile has the data time ordered by
NAVSA I-, all data for one NAS! is processedl consecutively. l-ach SST pass consists of a header
with identifying intormnat ion and observat ions in the form Itime, observation. sigma .

rhle RA. iteration For each pass is identical to that described in the D~ata Preprocessing section
oh this report as are the computations of the zenith angle (')O'-elevat ioni angle) and azimnuth angle at
IV A. Another computation to be done for W(A is the horniation of a rotation matrix. RrCA

required to convert from the inertial reference t'ranie to the navigation reterence f rame.

R r Itr 'tx r rr

R I A rl I( fix x ri :r x f

where r. r~ [(1At. *1 t S( At

Also thle two 0 X 0 state transition matrices

( ::OVA) an NS ' I )'
need to he saved for use in t ranstkorming the pass nnrmal equations.

l:()r each observation in the pass, the following i teins are peculiar to the N AV'A(* SS1 data

It) No station coordinates or tropospheric refraction correction coinputat ions are applicable
to the SS I data. [his also inplies that no \H( 11 earth-li sed to inertial transformation) matrices
are reqjuired since all coinputat ions involve t ratectories t hat are given in the inertial re ference frame.

I tOb)servat ion,, with ot = 10t0 t a(re deleted andi counted as deweiglted points even though a
non-/ero observation value nmay he present, I liese correspond to /ero retraction count observations.

3) t ihe 551 observahility test as dcsc-ribed in the Prelimuinar. l Data Quality I-valuation section
of this report replaces, the /enith angle t olcrance tes"t

4) [he time transniission correction. A t I I.is applied at the transmitter (NA.XVSA D as
described in the same scti-on mentioned in I i abose.

5S If the host satellite data reduction is being done using thei W( ;S-7 2 station coordinates, then
an adjustment to the N AVS \ I 's inertial positioin is required after the time transmission correction
is applied. ['his is nvcessary because the WASA I trajectories are Computed using NWI.-9/ station

1
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coordinates that differ from the W(;S-72 coordinates by 0.20" of arc in longitude. The adjustment is
done as follows:

Cos0 - sin ( 0

rS sin 0) cos 0 (J*rNS R INWLI9?- W(GS-72rNS
0 1/j

where 0 7.222 10-5 dteg= d .2f"

These adjusted NAVSAT coordinates are then used in all further observation processing,

6)Flihe antenna offsets for each satellite are accounted for in obtaining the computed observa-
tion value and partial derivatives of the data with respect to satellite coordinates. For the host
satellite, define the RIIS rotation matrix by

rils = tr l x rISX rIlS Ir 1 S X l IS )
where rI 1S . rlls are host satellite position and velocity from the trajectory (i.e., for the e.g.) at time
of signal reception (ts. 5

then riS15  = rt1 S + RIlS ArlSant.

where r1IS1  
= inertial position of the I(S receiving antenna at tobs.

. 11 5  =antenna offsets wrt the e.g. in body-fixed radial, along-track . and cross-tract
' directions

For the NAN SA-, define the RNS rotation matrix by the same formula with rNS and iNS replacing
rlls and rills where these are defined at the time of signal emission (tb. - AtTT}

, S+ RNS ArNSr sn, r Sadl. "ant.

where rNSnt = inertial position of the NS transmitting antenna at tobs - AtT

Ar = antenna olisets wrt the e.g. in body-fixed radial, along-track, and cross-track
directions.

Ihe radial NAVSA F antenna offset can also be used to adjust the NAVSAT's position to account
for the possible difference between the central force term PNS used in the NAVSAT orbit fit and
uIIS used in the host satellite orbit fit.

Ii
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Fis offs"et is givenl by

aNS Au
ArNS = -- _-

where a S= semnimajor axis of' N AVSA'I orbit in kml

-1/1 = is-M S in kill-, see-

7)Ihle observation equation flor the NAVPA( SST range difference (R) data is given as:

c tobs
RD) = P + I'(- [(AI

'l os - At

where p = irS i - A t r,1  I t )j ill kill
~'lilt

f,= 10)6 (gives I1, un its of' ppmn)

tb= frequency bias (nominally i1ero)

At = range difference time interval in seconds (t,,bs - At is the observation time of thle
previous observation)

'Fhe required partial derivatives tor p are given as:

- - - fi

Wk Pk p~ I IS orbit or force model parameter

- -i dr.k = NS orit or force model parameter
oq,

whle re

,)rI15  orNS
--andl(i

are obtained from thle appropriate perturbed trajectory at tile specified times. The IIS and NS epochis
may he different however.



S '4

Then the partial derivatives for RI) are given as:

3 Ri) p tohs) ap(tobs - At)

1 k aPk pPk

)R) _ 
3p(tths) 1P(tobs At)

*a %}k a(lk 3(lk

=-_ At
a fb fo

A row of the A-matrix (partials of data with respect to parameters) has the parameters (columns)
ordered as follows:

(pT qT fb ) maximum of 23 parameters

where p1 = (el 'I s K ,

and drag, thrust, and radiation pressure parameters are optional.

After all the observations for a pass have been processed as described above, the A and 6(C
matrices for all observations are converted to the normal equation matrices B and F as follows:

B = A" \V -N I. = AT W(() C(

where

W d iag

Oh.= noise variance on the it " observation

I'or the adjustment procedure (required for data editing and weight determination) a subset of the
above normal equations is used and is represen ted h

III", B I._ t and "- L

31 13 Ix I

where substcript b refers to fretluency bias ( I )
subscript I refers to host satellite orbital elements (0)
subscript 2 refers to NAVSA I" orbiItal ctleients t
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The matrix required to transform these normal equations into equations for inertial position and
velocity at T(A is givtn as

) Q( 0 A)
0I ('AI () ¢; l ( )

13 X 13 () 0 21C(A)

where

1(A) = A) /and , k(I( = j

6 X 6 l( A) / VH 6 6 XS(0A }

The actual transformation is given by

B(A I = , IT() 13 (, ITU(A ) and V(C A) = [CAIo

Jo transform this system of equations into equations for I IS navigation reference frame positions
and velocities at T('A, the following matrix and transformation are required:

I )
R ICA 0

R R TCA

0 R -( rA
0 TCA

13 x 13

then B'l(A = Rft i( CA) R and 11( A) = R1 .I ('(A)

[he a priori statistics on the frequency hias and the six NAVSAJ parameters are included by
adding 1 terms into tie appropriate diagonal elements of B', Ihen the equations

'(T(AI Apt f( A I '( A)

are solved using tihe PASM AI routine modified to accommodate six more parameters. h'liese
additional parameters are treated identically to the six host satellite parameters. The lp(F('A)
is then transformed back to bias and orbital element corrections at epoch as follows:

A-po =  - 1 I C(A) R ApI ('/1

The adjusted 0 - Cs are then given hy

(0- adi. = 0 t - ()rg - \P
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F or the N A\PA( SS I data, the predicted signal to noise tor a pass kS given as

Variance - I .pjI2a

where NIZ no. ot' points remaining
N\=no. of' parameters will) a priori sigmas 7
Ns=no. of' paramieters solved lor in PASMI AlI

As was mentioned earlier, OS( ) N' and the CLLF. 1 1:1 F LI.R sect ion are similar in the way
each determines the noise variance onl the data lor each pass. The main differences are listed below:

l I L 1:1TR can also adjust N A\SA I position and velocity components.

2) S( LVl: canl solve f'or an additional bias pa ramneter t req Ucucy dri It

3) lach iteration in FILlIR retests points that were previously tagged. In QSOLVIL. once a
point is deleted it is never reconsidered in later iterations.

4) Fihe sigmia tolerance canl he tixed by input inl ILTER but not in QSOLVF.

5 1 [1hle estimate of data quality in] CI: [[ST is called the ''Iiltered Noise" and is defined as

QS( )V I uses the adjusted 0) Cs to estimate the standard deviation of the noise defined as

1112

I , ~ adj.,
N + N Ns

SOLUTIONS AND IAGlMNOSTICS IBSOLVRt

General

BSOI VR. the solution and diagnost ic: ection of' (I [ I S I. has been miodified to process the
N XV P.\ SS I data separately or sinm ltancous!y with stat ion tracking dlata f'or the host satellite. I he
program can accommiodate paramueters for up to seven NAVSAlIs along with the host satellite
parameters. I[lie total number of arc parmIleters is limlitedI to 87 wvith a maximum of' 311 host satellite
arc paramneters, allowed.

If station lata pass imatrices are p~re'sent. they are fIC ue IJIMp, d e\ panlde~d. bias elinlinated, and
sum med Ifirst 1f \ A VIA SS I datam pasS Mat rices are also preseut, t hey are processed sim ilarly For



each NAVSAT, and then combined with the ( I pa-;s matrices to obtain tile solution for all arc
parameters simultaneously. Ihe epoch for all arc parameters is defined as the host satellite trajectory
epoch for long-arc fits and the program determined epoch for short-arc fits. [or this reason, the
NAVSATr trajectory epochs must be the same or earlier than the host satellite trajectory epoch.

Two modifications to BS()I.VR were implemented to improve the long-arc fit diagnostic
capabilities of the program, The first was an option to compute navigations before fit without doing
cross-pass filtering. Ile second was an option to cross-pass filter based on ratios of navigations to
their estimated uncertainties instead of navigations. This ratio is called a "signal to noise" and is

K, given by

-Ar

S N(Ar=( .. i index signifies a particular navigation component

where Ar = navigation value
0.r lormal navigation standard deviation from the covariance matrix of the solution

Gorhit= input a priori component uncertainty

In addition, all RS tnaigations are then computed as follows:f112
I:[-, 1r I /

or + (O),bi

RWSr i I j index signifies a particular pass

( r' + O rhiti

The same a priori orbit sigmas are used for station and SST cross-pass filtering even though their
navigation reference frames have only the host satellite along-track direction in common.

[he SS'l-rclated mi , ilications are giveQn next followed by an alternate pass-matrix expansion
techlique lor the lot salellite parameters called the multiple-velocity expansion method.

SST-Related Modifications

Adjustment of the SSi pass matrices to reference the fit epoch. ts, and expansion to accom-
modate the drag and thrust segmentation are done as follows:

Let IB to and lI.to) represent the canonical pass matrix and its right-hand side for a particular
pass. Updating these normal equations to he for orhital elements at ts results in the following
matrices:
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B(ts ) =  { -I(ts),F(ts )ITB(to )I -I( ts)l ( ts H I ts = t I t~ lts l i to)

I I N

---

I

i t I

-1S( 6rI lSt) k X 6 state transition matrix from the IIS perturbed trajectory

a r rN IS

IarNS ts) - 6 X 6 state transition matrix from the NS hybrid trajectory
NS(Y -aeNS(t))

tand t,' are the epochis of the corresponding trajectories that may not be equal,

SI ' i

and T(t5 )= --4 ----

1 TNS(ts)I

0
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FlISt 5) = -- --

M)lIs( 6s) ( X 6 nat rices obtainled from tile PARD1W subroutine

UNSI NS d~r~ s (LS

1and 1, arc identity matrices 01 dillereni dimensions

Fire ex pariiori to accoimmvodate tire drag arid] thruLSt proliles and the radiation pressure update Ior
thle host satellite is done bx treating all tile NAVSAT parameters and the Frequency bias parameter
as the bias parameters are treated presently in thre station pass-mnatrix expansion procedure (see
Ref~erence 3. After this is completed, the same procedure is Used to expand the NAVSAT dynamnic
parameter sctions only the expanded host satellite parameters and f'requency bias are flow treated
as biases. The tormulas' Ibr each of' the expansions above arc a fuLnction of' the SST pass T(A time
relative to the drag and thrust segment times. For the NAVSATs. a maximum of two drag segments
and one thrust is alloweCd.

Fihe expanlded pa,, matri\ al'ter thle a priori f'requency bias informiation is incIlded has thle
1'orm:

Ol 0.0).

le FeB

oh b,b

Bi=) B(t S) +

Thie next step is to formally eliminate th. I requenicv hi is parameter f'rom the corresponding equa-
tions. This results in thre f'ollowing matrices.s

B -~ t  131  and [1 1. - 110 B-' 1 I
Bebi =100 obh~b o.b ehmri. = 0~ hbb 1

Thlese eliminated matrices (containing arc parameters only) are then Sumn1wdCL f'or all passes for a
given NAVSAT within the fit span except for those that haVe been tagged. Tis results inl upf to N
( no. of' N AVSA Is) sets, of' normal equLal ions givenI b\

B I [s 1il

BIISNS 1 3 iNs"Ns Ap\ / \ M NS

It station tracking dlata are present, it wonuld already he reduneed to a system of' arc normal equa-
tions for tire host satellite paramneters given hy

-i a -A I;sta.
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Ihicse Iinatrice's are then cojuined as follows to form the arc' norial equations

S aSla. + ~1 111IM li ltNs HItS, BttSXS ~ -,"ts Its 7 Its

B I IS 'N S I B 11S ) 
\S

BI I ,.N, 13 ix NSN, 0 - N, s ;, 1-\S,

I \I I

! ()

II

B I I

~B Ap : F:

\t'X I.he a priori inforimation on each host satellite and NAVSAT arc parameter is introduced into
the normal equations h) adding terms of the form 1/o to each diagonal element. Different %atuiN of

t, tihc same parameter hut for diflerent NAVSAI s can be used. B is lheu invert l and the equa-

Sli ( )s soecd to get the arc parameter solution Ap = B-1 E and the covariace malri B - 1.

SIPtml-to-n0IioC value" I Old and hias-educCd I arc cOMpLtled separ'atel for ( I- and SST data and
ilso coiihined. Hie formnulas for the SST siglal-to-nloise quantitie.s are iIcnilcal to the those used lor
tie ( I data IThe co'm1hinCd signal-to-noise valtlies are given as folloiws:

( S N I (old I t ( NI S N l (Ild

; N (olcd))gNo \SS ~l

N1 + . N1

iSsl

S N1 Smscl ( 1 (ai. +) \1 I S4iA+
I~No I \'S ,. I

+It x" , , v IltIi



where S/N(;T(old) signal to noise before fit for (I data

SINSST (old) signal to noise before fit for SST data

Ni  no. of observations in i t" GT pass

Mi  = no. of observations in ih SST pass

N( T  = total no. of (;T passes

NSST = total no. of SST passes

S/N((adij.) = bias.reduced signal to noise for GT data

S/NssT(adi.) = bias-reduced signal to noise for SST data

rhe predicted signal to noise for tile arc is then given by

S/N( predicted) S /N (bias-educed I - p 1/2
(Nu Ni + X M

and the percent change in variance is given by

100 eTAP
Percent change in variance =

; Ni + . M) S/N2 (bias-reduced)

Navigations are computed for each pass based on the expanded pass matrices. For each
station pass matrix, the Slt, solution augnented with /eroes for the pass bias parameters is used
to linearly adjust the right-hand side and then the present form 3 navigation procedure is followed.
Ior each NAVPAC SS] pass iatix the navigation procedure is as follows:

I ) The sections of the expanded pass matrix corresponding to tile NAVSAT orbital elements
and the frequency bias before tile bias elimination was perlorned are required for the navigation
procedure.

! H1  i oh 1e =

7X7 7XI

where ' indicates only those rows and columns corresponding to orbital elements for the NAVSA1
are present,
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2) Fhe right-hand side is then linearly adjulsted to acouitt lor the 'lution or the host
satellite parameters only

A 0 ,, ,, () () = ,,, ~,,+,l S\g
1) ,6K s.b Pts) "

3) B, and I ; are then transftormed to reI eren,c NAVSA I position and cloc i.I in the IIS

RA( reference frame at I(A

B FC--A.,, r R I ,I I ," A\ M' A, )+i+ \R

1'1 ( 'A I RI It A)

where

i)eNSyt

(R IA ()

\) () t

R--A = RA( transformation at I( A for I he pass defined in the I I R section

4) The resulting system ot navigation equations B'eI([(A IN =  I:'i1( A) Is then solved using
the PASMAT subroutine that determines which components (may include velocity components)
can be solved oro. PASMAI returns /cro values tor a component and its sigma it it is not sol% ed for.

Alter the na,,igations are performed for all SST passes, the RMS and RWS navigations for acti
NAVSAT and combined are computed. [he RMS navigation computations account for tie fact
that not all navigation comp(nents are present for each SST pass.

Fhe trequency bias solution tor each pass based on the arc soiltiion for the host satellite and
NAVSAT parameters is given hy

Afh = B-1 0 - BHSb PI - "IShAPN

h h h If~ P 15  N~ N

Ihe cross-pass filtering has been extended to include the satellite-to-satellite data. Separate
tirst-order polynomial fits to tire SST navigations from all NAVSAIS are done, in addition to the
fits for tile station navigations. The procedure terminates only when the same station passes and
the sante SST passes are tagged on successive iterations or tthe maximum number ot iterations is
reached. For lhe three SST navigation polynomial fits. only those nasigation components that
are not /cro f i.e.. only solved For components) are included in the fits. This means that the number
ot passes for each polynomial fit will be different for each component and usuall, less than the totai
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number o f untagged SSIF pass'. '1h1 ie navigationll componle Is determined for a particular SST pass
do not change from iteration to iteration. Both -total- and "solution" RMS and RWS navigation
values are computed for cach iteration. "Total" navigation values are based on all passes that are not
deleted by input and arc (tie samc for all iterations. "Solution" navigation values are based only on
the untagged passes used in the sohition o eacih iteration. All SST pass tags are then honored in any
subsequent long-arc or short-arc lit.

Multiple-Velocity Pass-Matrix Expansion

Fhe multiple-velocity pass-matrix expansion allows for a simultaneous solution for epoch
orbital position and velocity and additional small velocity increments at equally spaced times along
the host satellite trajectory. The velocity increments are solved for in the RAC reference frame at
each tine. [lhis expansion can be used for long arcs as well as short arcs. There is no reintegration
possible after a multiple-vehocity fit and only propagated trajectories after fit can he computed.
This means that a converged orbit using standard techniques needs to be obtained before this solution
is performed.

iThe arc is partitioned with N velocity increment time pointsjt, t I. t NI as shown below

to = epoch of the host satellite trajectory
IS = epoch of the fit span
tI  = end of the fit span

I ~I : [

to  ts tl t 2  tN tE

The |uitiple-velocitm pass-mitrix expansion is based on the following relationship:

ah1) i, 1(t,, a Dits ))i )

he're I -> t i > IS > to

)tM = obsermation at time I

S); denote the last three columis ol a 6 X 6 matrix

and t i) =  t l(ts

3r Pfr)
Or) X o state transition matrix at r =-

ar ( to,

Define
Ir M( i = . . ..

6 X )
Also define for i I, .2 N

R i = (Wi V i W ) = rotation matrix to go from RA( frame at t i to the inertial frame
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Nit i

rttY X WlIt

w. =

rl t 1 t, I nertial position and velocity of, the host satellite a

( )ily olservations tliat ticur at or tter time tj are used to determine the iequired CveloIty
inc remnent at tj I lie assumption Is iriide that it for a pass ' A > ti. ill the observations il thle
pa~ss are to he usedL to Solve lt Avl the vlocity incremnent at ti. I Ilis allows anl expansioli of' tile
pass iiiatrix in BY~ )I VR HirSICAd Ot ML 1i)di1M. thle velocity param1eters inl tire formnation ot- the

Viiatmi for each obiservation inl I I I I I R.
I hie starting point tor I his cxpansion is thle completion of thle standard timeI Update and

expansion currently done inl BS()V R except for one small change thle Updated normal equations
inv~olve positiont and velocity at t, inStead 01 orbital Qeleents. LichI Li pdtated set o1 pass normalI
N~uations i for G I or SS1 dilat takes thle form

Bxx B\ t t .11 xx \\x Its)S.

N V vNN N xy v

At

Iher Vi - (WA -- r l= Iteti +eo~t paamte i ~ ane noma eqain2.N le oim

form,3

Bxx xx VI R BxxV N N Bx ,Pis411

R iBI x .,R1-VI t v TV

6
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After this expansion is completed for a particular pass, the biases are formally eliminated. All of the
resulting expanded pass matrices for the fit ,pan are then summed and combined (if SST data are
present) to form the arc normal equations. A priori sigma information on each velocity increment is
included before these equations are solved by adding in terms of the form I; ,OAvto each
diagonal element. Separate a priori sigmas for radial, along-track, and cross-track velocity increments
are included. All further computations in BSOLVR account for these additional host satellite orbit
parameters.

PROPAGATION (COVAR)

This section of('l-[LI-ST, which propagates the corrections solved for in the BSOLVR section
and applies them to the reference trajectory to get the fitted trajectory. still operates in a single-
satellite mode. Therefore only the portion o'S" and B-I from BSOLVR corresponding to the host
satellite are required. Several modifications to this section have been made to accommodate the
NAVPA( data processing procedures and are given below.

I ) The covariant ephemeris was changed to include the earth-fixed velocity vector and a full
6 X 6 earth-fixed covariance matrix (position and velocity) at each trajectory timeline.

rEF = (ABC!)) 1- ((I))TW(CD)r]

CFF = H Ci ttT
6 X 6

where r1 . r, C I = inertial position. velocity, and covariance matrix

I) = precession transformation matrix
C = nutation transfornation matrix
B = earth rotation transformation matrix all 3 X 3
A = polar motion transformation matrix

W = a 0o
0 0

0 0 0

.729211 5855 X I0
-4 rad/sec z Earth's mean sidereal rotation rate

a AB') 0
and \- ABWCI) ABCD)

2) An option to apply the rotation matrix, RWL-Z_.W(;S72,. defined in the FILTER
section to both the propagated inertial positions and velocities at each trajectory timeline has been
included in COVAR. Fhis is required if the NAVPAC orbit fits are carried out using NWL-9Y station
coordinates. In this case, the rotation would not have been applied to the NAVSAT trajectory when
filtering the SST data.
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3) The Option to Output thle trajectory of* a relterence location on tile satellite instead of ithe
c-g. hIas alIso bee n i ncluded in ('OVA R. ItrY,,- represents thccoriae f hi e'rnc oa
tion in a body-fixed ref'erence system, then thle transformation matrix to go fromn this System to tile
inertial ret crence system is deflned by

(T r rXh X r r X
Rt. rY t xri rx * - ( V Wi

I IhC Ic r. rc rg .rc.,.= propagated inertial piosit ion and velocity o ' thle hocst satcllite at tile
taetr imeiline

i Fhis RA( referene frame is thle samec as the one used to def'ine antenna offsets in thle l:ILVrl:R
section.)

rihen r = TC.9 + Rref* Yref.

is the inertial position of' thle ref'erenlce location.

It. in addition, the inertial velocity is required in (OVAR. an adjustment to account for thle
refecrence location offIset from thle e.g. is also required.

rref.=rc.g. + wX Rret. rref.

l i e e L J = .L V h W + I . ( - )U =R A C 'ra m e a n g u la r v e lo c ity v e c to r
Wr Ir Xri

= satellite acceleration vector

Thle usual reference location would be the electrical phase center of thle transm ittitng antenna
(used t'or the NAVSATst,. H owever. tile radial reference location component canl also be used
to account for diffIerenices between thle A vaIlue USed ii thle fit arid a desired value. For instance
if' the NAVIPA( orbit f'its were done in thle NWL-r)Z ref~erence system (that used] for thle NAVSATS)
and tile out put trajectory Was reqOuired in tile W( ;S-7' system (that used f-or tile host satellite) the
radial ottset Would be de~fined as l'Ollows:

where alls = semimajor axis oftheli host satellite orbit in kiii
"A = lIS - ANS in kmn3 /sec 2

4) Thle NAVPA( SST data fits require a special Form of NAVSATr trajectory called a hlybrid
trajectory. A hybhrid trajectory is identical to the original perturbed trajectory except the positions
have been updated to reflect thle results of ain orbit f'it. The partial derivatives remain unchanged.
(OVAR was modified to create a hlybrid trajectory oii option.
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5 Tor( get apropagate I oil ctory ;in d coy arialinec matrilx w tlli t h Ie InlL t iI) pie-vel)citIy e <pan siOnl
is used inl BSO.V R. additional changes to ('(VAR were reqJUired. F igure 5 give,, a representation of
the actuiial correct io)ns soksed 11)1 in flie inu iit iple-veh cif vmnethI:od . L ach vi is actutially anl additional
correction to thle inertial velocity- correction at t1 heyond that propagated from all previous Sv -s
i I ... i - I and ArntS and .. 11rI IS iis results Inl a trajectory that is continuous inl position1 hut

discont111,0InoS inl %elocity at lttme,, ti.- = I .2, _.. N. [hfe state transition inatrix reqluired to propagate
the correction vector AI)I15i ',I .ontl its C(ArIFIMiicT DAriN l 1 , 1 to positioni and Nclt)cittN corrctiolis,
and their covanlce miatr r i' ttme isI, given h\

if/ M~ (t \ I)l . . S Id11

6 X'6+3 x,) ( , 63 6 x3 6 X N1
V iR1 = (0) if* t ti

6ix 31

where the V1 and R, mat rices are defined inl the 13S01V R sect ion

dr r M

. rrtt)

o__r___M where d represents all other dynamic parameters (eg. drag, thrust.
o dI its or radiation pressure)

Nd =no. of thlese ot her dyvnamnic parameters(Art I

anld B - 1 1 It tI 0t 1 It)J
AT. AT s

L",r HS t N t E

tS 1t REFERENCE TRAJECTORY

I-iguire 5, ki tilltiple-VeloL ity C'orrectlions
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